
Geographic Name Proposal: Crystal Peak 
Supporting information 

Summary 

Crystal Peak is one of several place names in the upper Mahitahi River proposed by Marie 

Byles, who organised the first climbing expedition to explore this area in 1935. Her account 

of this trip (Byles, 1935) clearly states her intention to seek Geographic Board approval for 

these names, but – possibly because no formal application was ever made – none of them 

appear to have been promulgated, and they do not appear on modern maps. 

This proposal seeks formal recognition for the name Crystal Peak, which was first climbed by 

the Byles party. As detailed below, I believe this to be an appropriate memorial to a 

remarkable woman who was well ahead of her time, and whose brief passage through this 

rough and remote area 75 years ago is currently unrecorded by any landmarks. Byles was 

both a capable mountaineer and a determined explorer (see Appendix 1 for a brief 

biographical sketch), and it is clear from her notes that her proposed names are those of a 

well-informed geographer rather than a casual climber (see also Appendix 2).  

Mahitahi River Expedition, 1935 

After “six years in mountainless Australia” (this and all subsequent quotes in this section are 

from Byles, 1935), Marie identified the Mahitahi River as a suitable goal for her expedition 

on the basis of advice from the well known Hermitage guide Frank Alack, who assured her 

that the head of the valley was “uncontaminated by the foot of any climber”. Her party of four 

(Byles, Marjorie Edgar-Jones, Alack, and Hermitage guide Harry Ayres) flew into the lower 

Mahitahi Valley on 29 December 1934 and made good progress up valley over the next two 

days. Byles’ description of the journey is remarkably understated, especially given the 

valley’s present-day reputation for rough travel as described in Moirs Guide North, the 

definitive guide to the area (Spearpoint, 2005)1. Apart from a brief reference to “floundering 

ungracefully through scrub and rocks” Byles gives little hint of these difficulties, suggesting 

remarkable tenacity and fortitude (although she is quick to acknowledge that Alack and 

Ayres did most of the load carrying). 

The party reached Mueller Pass at the head of the valley on or about New Years Day (i.e., 1 

January 1935), and established a fly camp there on 4 January. Over the next 6-7 days they 

made at least eight ascents, most notably the heavily glaciated Mt Fettes (2451 m) and Mt 

Strachan (2561 m) in the Hooker range, the latter a first ascent. Other ascents included two 

2200 m peaks at the head of the Zora Glacier, two outliers of Mt Fettes, Mt Butzbach (2080 

m) in the Bannoch Brae Range, and Crystal Peak (2034 m), the subject of this proposal. 

Crystal Peak is one of three features along the ridge rising northwards from Mueller Pass to 

the neve of the Zora Glacier (Figure 1) for which Byles proposes a name. The other two 

(New Year Col and New Year Glacier) refer to a col between the upper Mahitahi Valley and 

the Zora Neve at 2253860, 5713230, and a glacier which descended south from this col into 

the Mahitahi Valley, respectively2. However, the glacier has almost completely disappeared 

as a result of glacial recession over the ensuing 75 years, rendering the name obsolete. New 

                                                 
1 Typical comments are “a rough catchment which few venture into”; “the next section is horrendously thick and 

scrubby with no obvious line”; “…the river … is very rough, bouldery, and hemmed in by scrubby forest”. 
2 Coordinates are based on NZMG260. NZTM coordinates for all features so identified are listed in Appendix 3. 
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Year Col  retains appeal as a name for the col, but has the potential to cause confusion with 

the feature named New Year Saddle at 2263490E, 5723190N in the Sierra Range, less than 

14 km to the northeast, and is not pursued in this submission. 

The party climbed Crystal Peak from their Mueller Pass camp on or about 6 January 1935 

(Figure 2). Byles describes the route as follows: “… we went up by the New Year Glacier to 

Crystal Peak on account of the large 

quantities of quartz crystals in veins in the 

schists … It was a pleasant rock climb for 

Marjorie and I who could cling safely to the 

frail, friable schist, but not quite so pleasant 

for the heavier men.”. Subsequent comments 

reinforce the impression that she paid 

considerable attention to geographical details: 

“… it was a perfect afternoon, and to it we 

owe many of our photos as well as further 

knowledge of the geography of the region. 

The Zora Glacier, we found, is a twin glacier 

fed by two neve fields; the larger one at the 

head flows from Mounts Query and Doubtful, 

but another comes down from the slopes of 

Fettes. They meet to form the perfect medial 

moraine that runs down the middle of the 

Zora proper3.” 

One other feature noted by Byles is a peak 

east of Muller Pass, which she describes as 

                                                 
3 This section of the glacier and the associated moraine have long since disappeared. 

Figure 1. The Mahitahi River headwaters as shown on NZMS260 Sheet H36. Crystal Peak is 
proposed by Byles for the 2034 m summit marked by the red cross hairs. 

Figure 2. Marie Byles, Marjorie Edgar-Jones, and 
one of their guides on the summit of Crystal 
Peak, January 1935. 
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“a snowy cone for most of the year and visible from a long way down the Mahitahi Valley”, 

and for which she proposes the name Pyramid Peak. Given that this is almost certainly the 

peak named Tekoe (2032 m) at 2256350, 5710390, there seems little justification for a name 

change for what is a relatively minor feature. 

The Case for Crystal Peak 

It is unclear why none of Byles’ proposed names appear to have been submitted for formal 

consideration. This is in marked contrast to her 1937 trip from Lake McKerrow to Milford 

Sound (Byles, 1937), which is remembered on modern maps by Mount Paranui (2111400, 

5614180), Mount Parariki (2112650, 5615090), Lake Truth (2114590, 5617940), Lake 

Never-never (2109220, 5615620), and Moulin Creek (2107640, 5615430). Other name 

proposals from this trip do not survive (e.g., Brunhilda River for the present Harrison River, 

Toru Moana Pass for the present Ngapunatoru Pass), suggesting that all were given due 

consideration by the Board and judged on their individual merits. However, Byles comments 

in her 1935 report that “… all our names are provisional, for we are still trying to decide on 

suitable Maori names before making application to the Geographic Board”, and it is possible 

that the matter simply lapsed. Given that many of her 1937 proposals were favourably 

received, it is highly likely that at least some of her Mahitahi proposals would have been 

reviewed equally positively had they come to the Board’s attention. Frank Alack noted in a 

book published many years later that, in addition to completing all planned ascents, the party 

had “named a number of peaks” (Alack, 1974), suggesting that he believed the names were 

established. 

The name Crystal Peak does not appear to be in common use, but this can be attributed solely 

to its absence on modern maps. It is noted as provisional in Moirs Guide Book (Spearpoint, 

2005). It also appears on several web sites dealing with Byles’ legal and spiritual life, 

although typically in a way which suggests little if any contextual understanding4. 

I believe the case for reviving Byles’ long forgotten name proposal is compelling. She was a 

capable climber who made a significant contribution to New Zealand mountaineering, 

leading two expeditions into unexplored territory during which she made accurate and well-

informed observations of topographic details. She is also credited with leading New 

Zealand’s first overseas climbing expedition (Byles 1939; de Beer 1939; Langton, 2006; see 

also Appendix 1). Her 1937 exploration of the northern approaches to Mount Tutoko is well 

recorded in modern day place names, whereas her Mahitahi expedition remains unmarked 

and largely forgotten. She, and her party, deserve better. 
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Appendix 1: Biographical Notes5 

Marie Beuzeville Byles was born in Cheshire, England, in 1900, her family emigrating to 

Australia in 1911. After studying at the University of Sydney (BA 1921, LLB 1924) she 

became the first woman to be admitted as a solicitor in NSW in 1924, and the first to 

establish a legal practice in 1929. A feminist many years ahead of her time, she quickly 

gained a reputation as a campaigner for women’s rights. She was an active bushwalker and 

conservationist, successfully campaigning for the creation of Bouddi Natural Park in 1935. 

In 1927 she embarked on a round the world journey in a Norwegian cargo boat, climbing 

mountains in Britain, Norway and Canada. She visited New Zealand at least once during this 

period, completing an ascent of Mt Cook in 1929 (Langton, 2006), and subsequently returned 

twice to explore the Mahitahi River in 1935 (the subject of this proposal), and the Mount 

Tutoko region in Fiordland in 1937 (Byles, 1937). In 1938 she led a trip to the 20,000-ft Mt 

Sansato6 in Yunnan Province, China (Byles, 1939; de Beer 1939), in what is now recognised 

as New Zealand’s first overseas climbing expedition (Langton, 2006). She was elected a 

fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, London, in 1939. 

Following travels through Burma, China and Vietnam in 1938 Marie renewed her interest in 

the teachings of Gandhi, and began exploring Buddhism. No longer able to walk far or climb 

due to a collapsed foot arch, she became more interested in spirituality and meditation as a 

way of dealing with her pain. Over the following years she made further spiritual journeys 

through India and Asia, completed four books on Buddhism, and actively promoted 

Buddhism in NSW. She died in 1979. 

 

                                                 
5 Sources: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marie_Byles, www.nationaltrust.com.au/properties/files/mariebyles_online.pdf  
6 The name Mount Sansato (or Sansato Massif) does not appear to be in current use, but the mountain can be 

clearly identified with the 5560 m peak marked on GoogleEarth at 27°6' N, 100°11' E as Jade Dragon Mountain. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marie_Byles
http://www.nationaltrust.com.au/properties/files/mariebyles_online.pdf
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Appendix 2: Mount Query and Mount Doubtful 

In addition to the various name proposals described in the main body of this submission, 

Byles draws attention to what she sees as incorrect nomenclature regarding the two peaks at 

the head of the Zora neve. In her 1935 article she says: “At the time of climbing these peaks 

we thought they were unnamed, but when we subsequently climbed Mount Butzbach we came 

to the conclusion that these peaks at the head of the Zora are the Mounts Query and Doubtful 

placed on the map about a mile northwest of their true position. Anyhow, the peaks we 

climbed are connected with Mount Butzbach only by a long, serrated, rocky ridge on which 

there are no peaks at all, let alone any that would correspond to Mounts Query and Doubtful 

on the map. From the Mahitahi Valley our peaks appear as great, slabby rocks which would 

certainly be noticed by the cartographer, while almost equally certainly he would not realise 

that they had any connection with the Zora at all. This would easily explain why they are 

marked so far along the Bannock Brae Range, and why they are also called Mounts Query 

and Doubtful. Apparently they will remain thus until the country is surveyed!”. 

This observation is consistent with a map (reproduced below) accompanying the 1935 report, 

drawn by S.D. Divers based on an earlier map by the noted explorer A.P. Harper and more 

recent field observations by Scott Russell. Both mountains are clearly located at the head of 

the Zora Glacier, with Mount Query just over ¼ mile (500 m) west of Mount Doubtful. This 

map contrasts with the named features as marked on NZMS260 TopoMap H36, where their 

present locations are accurately characterised by Byles as undistinguished points along the 

serrated rocky ridge extending west to Mount Butzbach. Mount Query (1973 m, 2251210, 

5714830), the higher of the two, is the highest point on this ridge but otherwise appears 

unremarkable, while Mount Doubtful (1878 m, 2252010, 5714350) is even more obscure. A 
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reconstruction of the view from the southwest, as depicted in GoogleEarth, reinforces this 

conclusion. Although the rendered image is at relatively low resolution, it is clear that the 

points named Query and Doubtful are of considerably less stature than the Zora neve peaks, 

including Crystal Peak. 

I have not yet had the opportunity to research this matter more thoroughly, and do not 

therefore wish to make a formal submission to the Board at this time. However, I have taken 

this opportunity to bring the matter to the Board’s attention, in the hope that there may be 

other documentary evidence readily at hand which either supports or refutes Byles’ 

suggestion. In particular, I would appreciate any information or guidance the Board can 

provide as to whether this anomaly has been documented elsewhere, and – if so – what level 

of evidence would be required to justify any corresponding name changes. 

 

The southern aspect of the ridge leading west from the Zora neve, as represented in GoogleEarth. 
The features currently named Mounts Query and Doubtful correspond to the numbered arrows 1 and 
2, respectively, while the twin summits at the head of the Zora neve are denoted 3 and 4. Crystal 
Peak (5) appears at far right. 

1 

2 

3 4 

5 
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Appendix 3. Coordinate Conversions 

All grid references cited in this document are based on the New Zealand Map Grid (NZMG). 

The following table gives the equivalent New Zealand Transverse Mercator 2000 for all 

features so identified. 

 NZ Map Grid NZ Transverse Mercator 2000 

Feature Northing Easting Northing Easting 

Crystal Peak (Crimea Range) 5893330 2487710 5331665 1577720 

Crystal Peak (Mahitahi) 5712970 2254040 5151339 1344055 

Lake Never-never 5615620 2109220 5053862 1199121 

Lake Truth 5617940 2114590 5056188 1204498 

Moulin Creek 5615430 2107640 5053671 1197538 

Mount Doubtful 5714350 2252010 5152719 1342025 

Mount Paranui 5614180 2111400 5052421 1201305 

Mount Parariki 5615090 2112650 5053333 1202556 

Mount Query 5714830 2251210 5153200 1341224 

New Year Col 5713230 2253860 5151599 1343875 

New Year Saddle 5723190 2263490 5161564 1353509 

Tekoe 5710390 2256350 5148758 1346366 

 


